Qatar possesses competitive edge in LNG market

By Friday John
Chief Business Reporter

Q ater poses a competitive edge over other producers to be the liquefied natural gas (LNG) market leader in the foreseeable future, Qatar Energy Minister HE Abdulaziz bin Hamad al-Attiyah said yesterday.

Qatar, he said, currently supplies 40% of LNG demand in the world while the LNG demand is expected to double by 2024.

In 2018, Qatar launched the world’s largest LNG plant in the North Field complex of the Persian Gulf.

Qatar Energy has announced that it has contracted to sell 50 mn tpy of LNG to the UK for a period of 20 years.

He said: “Qatarian track record, having the world’s largest LNG supply over the past more than two decades as well-established, it has undoubtedly inverted across the entire LNG value chain and has established a name for being available LNG supplier to all our customers around the globe, served by its own largest 16mn tonnes per annum (tpa) to the UK market.”

The statement pointed out that the Trump-Kim meeting was a historical precedent promising the further easing of tensions on the Korean Peninsula.

The leaders’ joint statement did not make mention of sanctions on North Korea and Qatar expressed satisfaction over the further easing of nuclear tensions on the Korean peninsula.

“Achieving a comprehensive and satisfactory solution for a peaceful and stable peninsular balance,” the statement said.

Trump, Kim agree on denuclearisation of Korean peninsula

Q t半岛 promises to halt war games in huge concession

N Korea to get security in exchange for denuclearisation

No details on how denuclearisation would be achieved

Joint statement omits mention of sanctions on N Korea

T he two leaders smiled and shook hands at the opening of the 21st summit held on Singapore’s resort island of Sentosa, and Trump spoke in warm terms of Kim at his news conference afterward.

The leaders’ joint statement did not make mention of sanctions on North Korea and Qatar expressed satisfaction over the further easing of tensions on the Korean peninsula.
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The joint statement Trump had “decided to last the past the summit meeting in Singapore”.

The summit goal of getting North Korea to denuclearise and sign a non-aggression treaty with South Korea would stay in place.
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The summits, the first between a sitting US president and a North Korean leader, was set in stark contrast to a flurry of North Korean missile and missile tests and angry exchanges of threats between Trump and Kim on May 24.
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The Centre marks 40th anniversary

The Centre, the first department store in Qatar, is celebrating its 40th anniversary, with a three-month programme, starting tomorrow, and will continue until June 14, 2019, announced yesterday.

The Centre is poised by one of Qatar’s largest business homes, Al-Shaheen Group, under the leadership of Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad al-Thani, the Amir, Sheikh Abdulrahman bin Khalid al-Thani, and the Amir’s Deputy, the Amir Sheikh Mansour bin Abdulrahman al-Thani.

“With the Centre-opened in 1979, it marked the beginning of one-stop shopping centres in the West of Doha and remains the general manager Mshefeet al-Subaie.

Spread across a total area of over 12,000sq m, the Centre has been a prominent landmark in Doha visited by many Qatari and expatriate families, as well as a social centre and a community hub.

“Al-Massri, in a statement.

He urged the users of the road, especially during the Eid al-Fitr days, to remain calm and take care and caution during the busy traffic times. 

He pointed out that the traffic patrol will be present around areas where Eid al-Fitr prayers will be held and the areas leading to them to control traffic, in addition to strengthening patrols in sensitive areas as part of preventive care, public safety and security of all.

He emphasized the road to slidy for the ethics and rules of traffic, especially during the Eid period, to avoid any accidents, mainly during the days of the heatwave.

The Ministry of Interior has completed preparations for Eid al-Fitr

The Ministry of Interior has completed preparations for the Eid al-Fitr period, ensuring safety and security of all and available for guidance and security roles.
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Iraq wins first prize in Katara Qur’an recitation competition

Katar – The Cultural Village has announced two winners of the 8th edition of Katara Qur’an Recitation competition held on 3 August, said a statement.

The decision stipulates that starting from January and taking into account the conditions of the families of the victims and the employees, and considering the conditions of the workers and working conditions in accordance with the prescribed conditions (QNA).

The decision is effective from their date of issue and is to be published in the official gazette.
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Kabul attack condemned

The Afghan government has condemned the suicide attack that took place near the Ministry of Rural development in Kabul, killing and injuring several people.

In a statement on Monday, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs said its Highness the Amir Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al-Thani issued decrees No. 36 and 37 of 2018 appointing Al-Hamid Mohamed Al-Azizi as ambassador extraordinary and plenipotentiary to Qatar.

The decision is effective from their date of issue and is to be published in the official gazette.
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High quality care to many thousands of patients, and this Eid will be no different,” said HMC’s chief communications officer, Dr. Nayef Alyafei, a Qatari native who also serves as an assistant professor at Tamuq.

Alyafei and his colleagues at the Texas A&M University in Qatar hope to provide care to those in need during the holy month through a variety of services.

In addition to providing medical care, Alyafei and his team are also working to bring joy to patients through entertainment and food service.
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Five Indian schools to close today for Eid

Qatar Airways’ inaugural Bodrum flight welcomed

Qatar Airways’ first non-stop flight from Doha to Bodrum landed at Milas-Bodrum Airport yesterday, marking the airline’s sixth gateway in Turkey and further Turkish routes in a growing network that includes nine new seasonal flights to Antalya today; and weekly flights to Istanbul’s Sabiha Gokcen Airport (three times a week), Hatay Airport (10 times a week), Adana Airport (three times a week), Istanbul’s Ataturk Airport (three times a week) and Antalya Airport (three times a week)...

Five Indian schools to close today for Eid

Qatar Airways, the national carrier of Qatar, has announced that it will also have holidays from tomorrow. Bhavan’s Public School will close tomorrow. Noble International School, Ideal Indian School and Olive International School will close for Eid al-Fitr holidays tomorrow and reopen on August 29.

Doha Modern Indian School will have their Eid al-Fitr and summer holidays from Friday and close today and resume classes on June 24. Other five Indian expatriate schools will now be able to travel seamlessly in time for the summer holidays.

Qatar Airways provides passengers with a variety of services to Турция with the launch of seasonal flights to Bodrum today, just one day after the launch of direct flights to Bodrum. Bodrum is set on the Bodrum Peninsula, which stretches from Turkey’s southwest coast to the Aegean Sea. The picturesque resort town is famous for its many beaches, boutiques hotels and world-class restaurants. Visitors can cruise around the peninsula, spot dolphins, sunbath on sandy beaches and visit famous local landmarks.

Qatar Airways’ inaugural flight from Doha to Bodrum landed at Milas-Bodrum Airport at 11.55am, operated by an Airbus A320, departed Doha’s Hamad International Airport (HIA) at 7.15am and arrived at Milas-Bodrum Airport at 11.55am, where it was welcomed by a traditional water cannon salute.

The flight schedule is as follows (until September 28): QR 317 departing Doha at 7.15am and arriving in Bodrum at 12.55pm (Tuesday and Friday); and QR 318 departing Bodrum at 11.55am (Tuesday and Friday) and arriving in Doha at 5.20pm (Tuesday and Friday).

Qatar Airways’ inaugural Bodrum flight welcomed

Qatar Airways’ inaugural flight from Doha to Bodrum welcomed officials and dignitaries marking the new flight. The Doha-based carrier now operates twice-weekly flights to Milas-Bodrum Airport with effect from September 28. Qatar Airways’ in-flight entertainment system, offering the latest blockbuster movies, TV shows, music, games and more. Qatar Airways’ in-flight entertainment system, offering the latest blockbuster movies, TV shows, music, games and more...

Qatar Airways’ inaugural flight was welcomed with a traditional water cannon salute. The airline said in a statement that it would further expand its services to Турция with the launch of seasonal flights to Antalya today, just one day after the launch of direct flights to Bodrum. Bodrum is set on the Bodrum Peninsula, which stretches from Turkey’s southwest coast to the Aegean Sea. The picturesque resort town is famous for its many beaches, boutiques hotels and world-class restaurants. Visitors can cruise around the peninsula, spot dolphins, sunbath on sandy beaches and visit famous local landmarks.

Qatar Airways’ inaugural flight from Doha to Bodrum landed at Milas-Bodrum Airport at 11.55am, operated by an Airbus A320, departed Doha’s Hamad International Airport (HIA) at 7.15am and arrived at Milas-Bodrum Airport at 11.55am, where it was welcomed by a traditional water cannon salute.

The flight schedule is as follows (until September 28): QR 317 departing Doha at 7.15am and arriving in Bodrum at 12.55pm (Tuesday and Friday); and QR 318 departing Bodrum at 11.55am (Tuesday and Friday) and arriving in Doha at 5.20pm (Tuesday and Friday).

Qatar Airways’ inaugural flight QR 317 being welcomed at Milas-Bodrum Airport with a traditional water cannon salute.
Eid Mubarak

We extend our heartiest greetings to

His Highness
Sheikh Tamim Bin Hamad Al Thani
Amir of the State of Qatar

His Highness
Sheikh Hamad Bin Khalifa Al Thani
Father Amir

His Highness
Sheikh Abdullah Bin Hamad Al Thani
Deputy Amir

and to all the honorable people of Qatar
on the occasion of

Eid Al Fitr

We hope for more returns of this memorable occasion
and wish that Qatar always enjoys security, welfare
and prosperity under the wise leadership of
His Highness The Amir
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QATAR SHELL
QIC Group signs sponsorship deal with Mall of Qatar

Qatar Insurance Group (QIC) signed a partnership agreement with Mall of Qatar (MoQ) on the occasion of the football World Cup 2018, which was held in Russia. The agreement was signed by deputy group president and CEO Mena region Salem al-Mannai and MoQ CEO Stuart Elder.

As the flagships insurer in Qatar and in the Gulf region, QIC Group takes pride in providing support to all sporting activities. Owing to its repute of being the most exporter of the FIFA World Cup 2018, this match-up promises the true sportsmanship to a global audience.

Echoing the same philosophy, QIC believes that sports can bring people together and create social and cultural platforms, which is a precursor for building a sustainable nation.

Notably, the video also highlights QIC Group's strategy of diversification and its corporate driver for walls. This is complemented with the matches. QIC Group's corporate videos is an innovative visual that has captured the evolution of QIC from being a domestic insurer to an insurance powerhouse of international repute.

It is important for us to remember that the football World Cup 2018 is not just an event to bring people together. It’s also an excellent platform for demonstrating effective platform to bring people together and to have worked with a Qatari brand is very important to QIC Group’s support to local companies,”

Eid cheer for kids at Rumailah hospital

Qatar’s commitment to support local companies

Vodafone Qatar and Baby Elephant Organic Wear have teamed up to surprise children with thoughtful Eid cheer for kids at Rumailah hospital. It was a lavish surprise and has left all children grinning from ear to ear. It was Vodafone Qatar’s way of giving back to the community and thanking them for their support.

Throughout the holy month, we have had many corporate social responsibility activities under the umbrella of our foundation campaign, from helping people walk home free for distributing food baskets to families in need. In addition to this, we have also made an effort to support children’s needs.

This Eid, we want our customers to take home a TV that not only offers top-of-the-line specs but also be an affordable price. With the Nikai 86” Ultra HD Smart TV, we achieved just that. With the football World Cup just around the corner, this TV will provide an immersive viewing experience to football fans, “ said CV Rappai, director and CEO, Video Home & Electronics Centre.

The Nikai 86” Ultra HD Smart LED TV is available at all Jumbo Electronics showrooms, Spark Lifestyle Electronics and leading hypermarkets. Nikai smart televisions are also available in screen sizes of 32 inch, 43 inch and 50 inch.

A temporary diversions will be in place for a distance of 500m on the southern hard lane on Huwar Street to facilitate road construction and utility works as part of Phase 2 of the Umm Lekhba Interchange Project. The programme has been designed in co-ordination with the General Authority of Traffic and will commence on June 21 and will be in place for four months. During the period, road users travelling along Huwar Street towards Bani Hajer will continue to use the reduced speed limit of 40kph, and follow the road signs to ensure their safety.
Sidra prepares to open Children's Emergency Dept

Following the opening of its main hospital nearly six months ago, Sidra Medicine is now preparing to mark the next milestone in its development as Qatar’s leading provider of paediatric care, with the opening of its Children’s Emergency Department (CED) in early July.

The new CED will add capacity to Qatar’s existing healthcare facilities – such as the five Paediatric Emergency Centres (PECs), which will remain open – and complement those services already available at Sidra Medicine.

“This is a major milestone in our journey towards delivering a world-class centre for children’s services in Qatar and our aim to become a beacon of healthcare excellence for children, young people and women,” said Sidra Medicine chief executive Peter Morris. “We are immensely grateful for the support from our healthcare partners and from the government of Qatar.

“As a result of our collaboration, and with the help of our highly skilled and dedicated staff, we have made tangible contributions to the delivery of the very highest standards of care.

“As we open the Children’s Emergency Department, we aim to educate and engage with the people of Qatar about these new services and to help families access the right care in the right place.”

In a press statement, Sidra Medicine said that the CED will provide emergency care and treatment for children requiring life-saving intervention or immediate attention – such as in cases of severe trauma and major medical and surgical emergencies – free of charge.

Sidra Medicine, a member of Qatar Foundation, organises its emergency care system “according to best international practice as outlined in the Emergency Severity Index”, the statement notes.

Triage staff will determine the urgency of treatment and the appropriate level of care required.

Children who require non-urgent care – including upper respiratory issues like sore throats and coughs, rashes or low-grade fever – should continue to seek treatment with their regular healthcare provider, as they normally would.

Should patients choose to come to Sidra Medicine for treatment of cases that are considered non-emergencies, its Children’s Urgent Care Clinic will treat patients in order of medical urgency and require a charge of QR550 to be paid for consultation.

Before the official opening announcement for Sidra Medicine’s CED is made, members of the public should call 999 in the event of an emergency.

Hamad Medical Corporation will dispatch the appropriate transport service for patients.

To complement the upcoming opening of its emergency facilities, Sidra Medicine is launching a community education campaign that will include community workshops as well as direct and social media messaging.

We hope for more returns of this memorable occasion and wish that Qatar always enjoys security, welfare and prosperity under the wise leadership of His Highness The Amir.
**Doha Bank cards offer ‘unique’ benefits for summer holidays**

**Malabar Gold unveils summer campaign**

**WCM-Q and Sidra Medicine research offer boost for personalised treatment for Qatars**

**Retail Mart’s new outlet opens in Madinat Khalifa**

**Doha Bank bags award for ‘best bank of the year’**

**Sharafuddin and other officials inaugurate the seventh outlet of Al-Hali**

**Gulf Times**

Rahman Abdullah Ibrahim Ansari, group director PT Mohamed Abdullah, is located near the Health Centre years in Qatar.

A Middle Eastern population has metabolic profiles of patients. personalised treatments tailored by physicians identify targets for populations, as well as helping to diseases in Qatari and other Arab populations.

The research has established a boost for personalised treatment for Qataris that individuals will develop the whole region. It will eventually lead to a wide range of treatments, boost for personalized treatment for Qataris, as well as unmatched rewards with no processing fee and unmatched rewards with no processing fee and unmatched rewards with no processing fee.

"Our motivation was to do a more extensive study for Qataris to understand how genetic variations affect metabolic health and diseases in this population," he added. Other key contributors to the project were professor of physiology and medical research enterprise in Qatar, which together will form the foundation on which precision medicines will be built in the future.

"This is also embedded in Sidra Medicine’s approach to personalized care for the women, children and young people of Qatar."

Other key contributors to the project were professor of physiology and medical research enterprise in Qatar, which together will form the foundation on which precision medicines will be built in the future.

"This is also embedded in Sidra Medicine’s approach to personalized care for the women, children and young people of Qatar."
Iran asks Macron for action to save N-deal

France

Terror warns North Korea over agreement with US

The UAE is warning North Korea over its agreement with the United States, saying it could not have coped without Iranian support for its nuclear programme.

The UAE warned that its relationship with the United States could be damaged if North Korea continues to pursue its nuclear programme without Iranian support.

The UAE said that North Korea was not doing enough to prevent its nuclear programme from escalating, and that its relationship with the United States could be damaged if North Korea continues to pursue its nuclear programme without Iranian support.

The UAE is concerned about the region's security and stability, and it wants to ensure that the agreement with North Korea is not used to advance Iran's nuclear programme.

The UAE's warning comes as the United States and North Korea are expected to meet in Washington this week to discuss the future of the agreement.

The UAE said that it is committed to the region's security and stability, and that it is working with the United States and other countries to ensure that the agreement with North Korea is not used to advance Iran's nuclear programme.
Establishable prayers and the prize is Paradise

Abd al-Rahman ibn Abd al-Malik sent word to abu Rajaa’ al-‘Ataaridi, may Allah have mercy upon him, that for 40 consecutive years, Sa’eed bin Sa’eed bin Abi Bakr Ibn ‘Abdullaah al-Muzani, would return to the mosque to recite the fi rst Takbeer, then the rest of the prayer, and say to himself, “I swear by Allah that there is no share of me in anything behind, except that I used to have mercy upon him, said on his throne, ‘Erekat or barrier between you and Him!’

Whenever you desire, you use water and say the prayer. For 40 consecutive years, Sa’eed bin Sa’eed bin Abi Bakr Ibn ‘Abdullaah al-Muzani, would return to the mosque for the fi rst Takbeer, then the rest of the prayer, and say to himself, “I swear by Allah that there is no share of me in anything behind, except that I used to have mercy upon him, said on his throne, ‘Erekat or barrier between you and Him!’

I heard a caller say: ‘Hayya ‘ala al-masjid’ and was acquitted on appeal Friday by the ICC appeals chamber after fi rst being convicted in 2016 of war crimes and torture committed in the Democratic Republic of Congo.

The Hague — ICC judges today ordered the interim measure of protection to be lifted for Jean-Pierre Bemba Gombo, a former vice president of the Democratic Republic of Congo who was found guilty of war crimes and crimes against humanity in the 2000s.

When ‘Ali Ibn al-Husayn, may Allah be pleased with him, became unconscious and his heart stopped, ‘Umar, may Allah be pleased with him, said, “If you want your prayer to be accepted by you then set yourself to prayer to that if you may not offer the prayer to whom it shall be accepted.”

When ‘Ali Ibn al-Husayn, may Allah be pleased with him, became unconscious and his heart stopped, ‘Umar, may Allah be pleased with him, said, “If you want your prayer to be accepted by you then set yourself to prayer to that if you may not offer the prayer to whom it shall be accepted.”

Kisumu Governor Professor Anyang Nyongo (right) talks to one of the 100 Cuban doctors following proceedings yesterday ordered the interim measure of protection to be lifted for Jean-Pierre Bemba Gombo, a former vice president of the Democratic Republic of Congo who was found guilty of war crimes and crimes against humanity in the 2000s.
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Domestic violence no more cause for asylum: Sessions

By Joseph Bannister, Reuters

WASHINGTON (Reuters) -

A small number of victims of domestic violence may be allowed to apply for asylum in the United States, if new guidelines issued by the Department of Homeland Security are followed. The guidelines state that victims of domestic violence must prove they were受虐, and that the perpetrators were under a legal duty to protect them.

The guidelines are likely to make it difficult for many victims of domestic violence to seek asylum in the United States. The guidelines also state that victims of domestic violence must be able to prove that the violence was committed by someone who was related to them, or by someone who was acting on their behalf.

The guidelines were issued by the Department of Homeland Security and are likely to be challenged in court. The guidelines are expected to take effect in September.
Writter shot dead in Bangladesh

Nawazuddin Siddiqui was shot dead on Monday by unidentified assailants in the outskirts of Dhaka in Bangladesh. Siddiqui's son said that his father was shot twice. Siddiqui was a popular actor in Bangladesh and India.

Laos tops list of “most dangerous” landmine users

Laos has invited the international community to contribute to the clearance of landmines in the country, according to a statement issued by the Ministry of Defence. The statement said that Laos had invited the international community to contribute to the clearance of landmines in the country, and that the clearance would be completed by 2022. The statement also noted that Laos had made significant progress in the past few years in the clearance of landmines and that the country was committed to eradicating the problem.

Nepal govt tightens norms for foreign visits

The Nepal government has tightened norms for foreign visits, including requiring all visitors to obtain permission from the Ministry of Tourism and Civil Aviation before entering the country. The government has also announced that all visitors must provide a negative COVID test result within 72 hours of arrival and that they must undergo a mandatory quarantine period of 14 days upon arrival.

Vietnam okays cyber law

Vietnam has approved a cyber security law that will come into effect on January 1, 2022. The law will give authorities the power to block websites deemed to be a “national security threat” and to deport foreigners who violate the law. It also allows for the confiscation of computers and other electronic devices from suspects.

Elephants kick off anti-betting drive in Thailand

Elephants in Ayutthaya have started a campaign to promote a moratorium on betting, according to a report in The Bangkok Post. The campaign is part of a larger effort to reduce the number of illegal betting sites in the province. The elephants are being used to spread the message through a series of videos and public service announcements.
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Trump-Kim meeting hailed as first big step

**Trump surprises with announcement on ending war**

US President Donald Trump surprised officials on both sides, with the US military forces in Korea, this week with his announcement that he would meet with North Korean leader Kim Jong-un.

The meeting, which will take place at the end of their historic US-North Korea summit, at the Capella Hotel on Sentosa island in Singapore yesterday, is set to be a landmark event in the relationship between the two countries.

In a statement, the US president said he had formed a strong bond of trust with Kim, and that he would meet with him on June 12.

The meeting was announced on the heels of a letter from Kim to Trump, which expressed his desire to meet with the US leader.

The meeting is expected to focus on denuclearisation, as the US has offered to begin the process of removing nuclear weapons from the Korean Peninsula.

**Threats of war**

The meeting comes as tensions between the US and North Korea have escalated, with both countries threatening to use military force.

The US has imposed sanctions on North Korea, while the country has conducted a series of nuclear tests and launches of ballistic missiles.

**Prospects for peace**

The meeting is seen as a potential turning point in the relationship between the US and North Korea, with both countries expressing a desire for peace and denuclearisation.

However, the meeting is also seen as a risk, with some experts warning that a breakdown in talks could lead to a new conflict.

**Conclusion**

In conclusion, the meeting between Trump and Kim is expected to be a significant event in the relationship between the US and North Korea, with both countries expressing a desire for peace and denuclearisation.

The outcome of the meeting remains uncertain, with some experts warning that a breakdown in talks could lead to a new conflict.

**Further reading**

For more information on the Trump-Kim meeting, please visit the following websites:

- [White House](https://www.whitehouse.gov)
- [State Department](https://www.state.gov)
- [CIA](https://www.cia.gov)
- [State Department](https://www.state.gov)
The range of forecasts for London prices this year was wide — from -5% to +5%. The market price for the average home is currently £650,000 in London, according topropertiess.co.uk, a website that tracks prices in the city. The average price in the capital has remained relatively stable over the past 10 years.

However, the housing market has been hit by Brexit uncertainty, with many buyers delaying decisions as they wait to see how the UK will leave the EU. This has led to a significant increase in the number of properties available for sale, which is putting pressure on prices.

The Bank of England has forecast that the economy will grow by 1.2% this year, slightly lower than the 1.7% growth expected in 2020. This could put further downward pressure on house prices, as the economic outlook remains uncertain.

The survey of 30 housing market specialists found that prices will fall a modest 1% this year — much slower than the 4.8% fall forecast for 2018. This could be due to a combination of factors, including high levels of borrowing and low interest rates, which are making it easier for buyers to purchase homes.

The fall in prices is expected to affect all areas of the country, with some cities and regions experiencing steeper declines than others. The report suggests that London could experience the biggest fall, but prices in other parts of the country may also be affected.

The survey also found that the number of properties available for sale has increased, which is putting pressure on prices. This could be due to a combination of factors, including high levels of borrowing and low interest rates, which are making it easier for buyers to purchase homes.

The report also found that the number of properties available for sale has increased, which is putting pressure on prices. This could be due to a combination of factors, including high levels of borrowing and low interest rates, which are making it easier for buyers to purchase homes.

The report also found that the number of properties available for sale has increased, which is putting pressure on prices. This could be due to a combination of factors, including high levels of borrowing and low interest rates, which are making it easier for buyers to purchase homes.
Tycoon downplays Russia meetings

PM wins Brexit vote after Tory rebels offered concessions

Singer apologises for confetti use at show

Man admits plotting to murder Labour MP

Labour MP, in a fronted street attack by a lone-thought extremist. Prosecutor Duncan Allison described the attack as intended to terrorise, and said that the suspect had been planning and practicing the attack for months.

Labour MP, in a fronted street attack by a lone-thought extremist. Prosecutor Duncan Allison described the attack as intended to terrorise, and said that the suspect had been planning and practicing the attack for months.

Man admits plotting to murder Labour MP

A man accused of being a member of a white-supremacist group campaigning to cause a wave of attacks in the UK in the next few days to plot an attack on Labour MP. Jack Ross and Jacob, 23, admitted murdering a man he had shot dead in a shooting in an English forest.

The death of Britain's relations with Russia since the murder of Jo Cox, another female constituent, has been caused by the far-right extremist group National Action, which has been under investigation by British police since the murder.

The defendants, it was alleged, had been planning and practicing the attack for months, and had already bought and trained a driver for the attack. While the driver planned to carry out the attack on behalf of National Action, he was also instructed to use a device to seek revenge against a police officer.

Conspiracies have been found to have involved a device to seek revenge against a police officer.

Time's May has narrowly avoided the first global climate strategy summit. Ministers, however, have not thrown the book at the climate change organisation, and will continue to Alvina Lythgoe, 22, to Renshaw's plan, the official said.

The prime minister had urged the government to address their outstanding concerns, but had not ruled out the possibility of a new Brexit deal. Cairns had suggested in a private meeting with the government that the government would have to make a “final offer” to the government to agree to the broad thrust of the deal.

Cairns had suggested in a private meeting with the government that the government would have to make a “final offer” to the government to agree to the broad thrust of the deal.

The environmental attraction said that ministers should have 28 more days to seek a deal, if there was still no deal by February.

Downing Street had begun the day by insisting it would not accept anything less than a final offer of a new Brexit deal. Cairns had suggested in a private meeting with the government that the government would have to make a “final offer” to the government to agree to the broad thrust of the deal.

The environmental attraction said that ministers should have 28 more days to seek a deal, if there was still no deal by February.

The prime minister had urged the government to address their outstanding concerns, but had not ruled out the possibility of a new Brexit deal. Cairns had suggested in a private meeting with the government that the government would have to make a “final offer” to the government to agree to the broad thrust of the deal.

Yahoom UK Services fined £400,000 for 2014 hack

Yahoo had been fined £400,000 for a 2014 security breach, in which at least 500 million of its users' accounts had been hacked and accessed by hackers.

The fine was imposed by the UK's data protection regulator, the Information Commissioner's Office (ICO), who said that Yahoo had failed to implement adequate security measures on its systems.

The ICO said that Yahoo had failed to implement adequate security measures on its systems.
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EU tensions flare over Italy’s migrant move

Merkel faces revolt over migrant policy

EU set to shut UK, US out of defence fund: officials

Macedonia’s historical gravity and value for integration, but the creation of a monolithic solution...
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**President to visit Greece, Suriname and Cuba**

President Ram Nath Kovind, who arrived in Greece on Friday, will remain there until Sunday. Kovind will hold a meeting with the Greek President, Prokopis Pavlopoulos.

Kovind is in Greece at the invitation of the President of Greece. Greece is the 15th and final destination of his bilateral visit. Kovind is also scheduled to visit Suriname and Cuba. Kovind will remain in Suriname from June 19 to 22 and will visit Cuba from June 22 to 24. Kovind will also interact with members of the community.

Kovind will be accompanied by the Delegation of the Ministry of External Affairs and the Ministry of Space. Kovind will also interact with the Indian community in the Caribbean island of St Kitts and Nevis.

Kovind will take part in the inauguration of the new parliament of St Kitts and Nevis and will also interact with the Indian community in the Caribbean island of St Kitts and Nevis. Kovind will be the first ever presidential visit to the Caribbean island.

Kovind will be accompanied by his wife, Savita Kovind, and other officials.

In his speech, Kovind said, “I will only use these seeds or not. The farmers can decide.”

The Indian Prime Minister, Narendra Modi, on his visit to the Caribbean island, praised the efforts of the farmers and said that the country has lost a great spiritual leader, Bhaiyyuji Maharaj.

**Rahul compares Modi with Nirav and Mallya**

Congress president Rahul Gandhi, who appeared in a criminal defamation case filed against him for his alleged remarks against the RSS at a court in Bhiwandi yesterday, has compared Prime Minister Narendra Modi with Nirav Modi and Vijay Mallya.

Gandhi, who is scheduled to address a rally in Bhiwandi on Sunday, appeared along with deputy chief minister Ajit Pawar and congress president said the common masses who used to eke out a living called it “lies” of Modi, Vijay Mallya and Niraj Modi. The prime minister of India, Narendra Modi, had said that he would face up to two years in prison. Gandhi said, “The prime minister runs away, he will also run away.”

Gandhi said that the RSS has always united India and the prime minister, but now they are unitedly vanquishing the RSS. Gandhi said, “I am leaving too. I am doing my duties of family. I am leaving too.”

**Spiritual leader Bhaiyyuji Maharaj commits suicide**

** Farmers defy govt, sow unapproved GM seeds**

Many farmers are openly Defying a ban on genetically modified seeds imposed by the government, the country's top agricultural body said on Tuesday. It said it was monitoring the situation and investigating how that happened. The government said that the seeds were not approved by the Department of Biotechnology.

A farmer said, “We are planting these seeds because we are not able to get approved seeds.”

But many farmers are Defying the ban on the cultivation of genetically modified (GM) crops in order to boost their incomes and avoid the high cost of seeds. The ministry had imposed the ban in 2017 to protect the country’s biodiversity and prevent the spread of GM crops. The ban was imposed after a report by the National Academy of Sciences found that GM crops could have negative impacts on the environment and human health. The government had also received complaints from farmers who said that they were not able to get approved seeds due to the high cost of seeds.

A farmer said, “We have been planting these seeds for years and we are not able to get approved seeds.”

**Parliamentary panel questions RBI chief**

A parliamentary panel met on Wednesday morning to question the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) governor Urijit Patel over the current situation in the banking sector. The panel, headed by Congress leader Rahul Gandhi, grilled Patel on various issues, including the spike in non-performing assets (NPAs) and the sharp rise in interest rates. Patel, who appeared along with deputy chief minister Ajit Pawar and congress president said the common masses who used to eke out a living called it “lies” of Modi, Vijay Mallya and Niraj Modi. The prime minister of India, Narendra Modi, had said that he would face up to two years in prison. Gandhi said, “The prime minister runs away, he will also run away.”

Gandhi said that the RSS has always united India and the prime minister, but now they are unitedly vanquishing the RSS. Gandhi said, “I am leaving too. I am doing my duties of family. I am leaving too.”
Vajpayee is responding to treatment, says hospital

Former prime minister V P Vajpayee is responding to treatment at the All India Institute of Medical Sciences in New Delhi, hospital officials said yesterday. “He is stable. All vital parameters are within normal range. He is responding to treatment,” a hospital physician said.

“The meeting, called to discuss the Congress dispute, was attended by senior Congressmen in charge of the state units and the national president of the party,” the official said. “It was decided to hold the parliamentary party meeting in New Delhi on May 26 to address the issues that have arisen in the party.”

The meeting, called to discuss the Congress dispute, was attended by senior Congressmen in charge of the state units and the national president of the party, the official said. “It was decided to hold the parliamentary party meeting in New Delhi on May 26 to address the issues that have arisen in the party.”

**Sudheeran blamed for Congress defeat in 2016**

Uneasy alliance

Sudheeran, who led the alliance, blamed the Congress defeat on the party’s inability to work together.

He said, “The Congress party has a lot of work to do in terms of organisational reforms and improving its image. We need to focus on grassroots work and reach out to the masses.”

Sudheeran also acknowledged that the alliance suffered because of internal differences within the Congress Party.

**People**

Pramad to publish book on his political journey

The书’s story of the months that caused brouhaha during the presidency of Pranab Mukherjee, and his book Pranav’s Journey, will be launched on November 26 in New Delhi.

The book is a collection of his speeches, letters, and personal reflections on his time in office as the president of India. The book will be published by Rupa Publications, which has previously published Mukherjee’s memoirs.

**Dispute over land set to delay bullet train project**

Three die after inhaling toxic gas in Jharkhand

Explosion in a well raises alarm

Three labourers died after inhaling toxic gas while cleaning a well in Jharkhand’s Jamtara district on Monday. The men went inside the well one after another to clear the silt, but they were unable to come out only after four hours. They were taken to a hospital, but none of them survived. The hospital did not reveal any details about the incident.

The incident is raising concerns about the safety of workers involved in such jobs. The Indian government has been working on a bullet train project that will connect the country’s major cities.

**Tourists should be cautious: Goa official**

A sudden rise in the number of tourists to Goa has raised concerns about safety. A Goa official has warned tourists to be cautious and take precautions.

“We have seen a sudden increase in the number of tourists visiting Goa. We urge the tourists to be cautious and take necessary precautions to ensure their safety,” the official said.

**CBI challenges Maran brothers’ discharge**

The Central Bureau of Investigation yesterday challenged in the High Court of Delhi the discharge of the Maran brothers and others in the case of an alleged illegal telephone exchange in a junction in Mumbai. The court issued notice to the Maran brothers and other accused.

The CBI had alleged a loss of Rs200 crore to the government due to the illegal telephone exchange. The court had earlier released the Maran brothers and others.

**TRAGEDY**

Three die after inhaling toxic gas in Jharkhand

**Investigation**

Another suspect held in Lakshadweep murder case

A 35-year-old man was taken into custody in connection with the murder of a lawyer (name not disclosed) in Lakshadweep district on Saturday. The suspect had been on the run since the incident.

“The investigation is on,” said the police.

**Accident**

Tourists should be cautious: Goa official

A Goan official responded after the incident of three tourists dying due to inhaling toxic gas in a well. He said tourists should be cautious while visiting such places.

“The incident is unfortunate, but tourists should be cautious while visiting such places. The government has been taking necessary precautions,” he said.

**TRAI**
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A trail has opened into an allele of late-term abortion and a row that held 2,700 people affiliated with Farc opened into a non-profit infected with Ebola and cashews at a supermarket.

The story, which has became lengthy of the country's current and former political leaders, is in reference to the assassination of Fredy García, a fisherman who was shot dead outside Buenos Aires in 2002. A recent report by the Buenos Aires branch of the Organization of American States (OAS) found that García was killed by members of the Argentine armed forces, and that the investigation into his murder has been obstructed by the Argentine government.

García was a political operative for the EPM, a political party that is presently in power in Colombia. He was killed in a shootout with members of the EPM's military wing, the FARC, in 2002. The EPM was one of the largest rebel groups in Colombia, and its military wing was responsible for a number of terrorist attacks in the country, including the 1997 bombing of the Maccabi Tel Aviv football club in Buenos Aires.

The OAS report found that García was killed in a shootout with members of the EPM's military wing, the FARC, in 2002. The EPM was one of the largest rebel groups in Colombia, and its military wing was responsible for a number of terrorist attacks in the country, including the 1997 bombing of the Maccabi Tel Aviv football club in Buenos Aires.
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Fatima Bhutto awaits apology from controversial TV shows and interviews

L ater this month, ABC’s crime drama Quantico was harvested for its season finale, mirroring the plight of several Indian film stars currently facing a rigorous parliamentary hearing. The episode received a lot of social media backlash, with people criticising ABC for promoting a show that made fun of a serious issue.

In the episode, the protagonist, a young Indian woman who goes to Pakistan to study, is depicted as naive and unworldly, and her actions are portrayed as a result of her limited experience. The episode was criticized for its portrayal of the relationship between India and Pakistan, with some activists calling for a boycott of the show.

While the network and Choo-choo have defended their position, many India fans are now hoping for a public apology, with a group of fans gathering outside the show’s set to demand an apology.

Tanvi, a 27-year-old Indian fan, who worked on the set of Quantico, said, “I feel like they’re trying to erase our culture. This show shouldn’t have been made.”

In Pakistan, the episode sparked a debate on foreign portrayal of the country, with many people expressing their frustration on social media. The Pakistani government has also criticized the show, with Foreign Minister Shah Mahmood Qureshi calling it a "mishandled and disrespectful portrayal of the country and its people.”

Bhutto stressed that it is time that mainstream media stop promoting this kind of apologetic and fear-based content. He added that people might want to try "a new way forward" and "a new narrative that celebrates Pakistan’s culture and heritage, rather than diminishing it."
President calls for fight against corruption and criminality

By Ralph Villanueva

A professor who disrupted President Rodrigo Duterte’s speech in Aga- san Shrine in Kawit, Cavite, was arrested yesterday morning.

Duterte was delivering his speech during the commemoration of the 120th celebration of Aguinaldo’s declaration of Philippine Independence, and one of the faculty members of the University of the Philippines in Manila (UP) disrupted his speech.

A report from Kawit Municipal Police Station identified the professor as 20-year-old Francis Couichie.

While Duterte was delivering his speech, a woman ran onto the stage, removed her shirt and started shouting.

Couichie was caught and arrested by members of the Philippine National Police (PNP) after disrupting the ceremony.

The woman who disrupted the ceremony then performed an act of self-harm, reportedly holding a razor blade and cutting herself.

The woman later died of her injuries.

The incident caused a stir among attendees and triggered protests.

A group of women, led by the University of the Philippines College of Law alumni, marched on the streets of Manila on Independence Day to accept President Rodrigo Duterte’s challenge to resign if he does not act against corruption.

More than 1,000 women held protest against Duterte

Google doodles ‘world renowned marine life’ to mark I-Day

Google joined the celebration of Independence Day, commemorating one of the country’s harrowing historical events as the Philippines celebrates its 121st Independence Day.

The double stroke waves created a deep trough in the Philippines Flag. At a stroke of the time, the Philippine Independence Day celebrations kicked off.

Google featured prominently doodled the meaning of the ‘Babae Ako’ character, the world-renowned Shirelles in show, Cutソー transformer participated in public awareness campaigns and anti-corruption drives in the Philippines.

Robredo says battle for freedom in nation is not over

By Llanesca T. Panti

Robredo said the battle for freedom in the nation is not over.

This was Ste漕od by Robredo, who is the vice president of the Philippines.

Robredo’s statement came after President Rodrigo Duterte delivered his Independence Day message, expressing his commitment to the country’s freedom and democracy.

However, Robredo emphasized that the battle for freedom is far from over.

The former vice president, who is currently running for the presidency in the 2022 elections, called for continued efforts to achieve genuine democracy and human rights.

Robredo stated that the nation must remain vigilant and committed to the struggle for freedom.

He urged the people to stand together and continue the fight for justice and equality.

The statement was framed against the backdrop of ongoing political and social issues facing the country.

The Philippines has been grappling with various challenges, including corruption, human rights violations, and political polarization.

Robredo called on all Filipinos to unite and work towards a better future.

She also highlighted the role of youth in shaping the nation’s future.

Robredo said that the youth must continue to be active and engaged in the fight for freedom.

She emphasized the importance of education and information in the struggle for democracy.

Her statement was received with mixed reactions, with some expressing support and others criticizing it.

The Philippines celebrates Independence Day on July 20, commemorating the declaration of Philippine independence from Spain in 1898.
The US central bank can’t help raising its benchmark rate

The European Central Bank has raised its benchmark rate by 0.25 percentage points, to 1.75% — the highest level since the global financial crisis.

The ECB’s decision is the second rate hike in less than three months, following a 0.125 percentage point increase in July.

The ECB said the increase in the benchmark rate reflects the stance of monetary policy taken at its July meeting and the assessment that monetary policy is appropriately accommodative.

The ECB also announced a new bond-buying program to help ease the impact of the recent rise in the benchmark rate.
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Nourishing cities with nature

By Corin Ratti

Futurist and architect known as Le Corbusier, was Édouard Jeanneret, an architect and urban planner who in 1922 created the concept of “ symbolism”, which he defined as residential areas with high-rise buildings, open spaces, parks, factories, and gardens. In the 1920s and 1930s, European cities experienced a growth in population that led to the development of suburbs and satellite towns, which were often built on the outskirts of the city. In the West, was changed by the construction of residential areas, which were typically designed to be self-sufficient and independent of the surrounding environment. However, while some of these areas were successful in terms of sustainability and efficiency, they also had negative impacts on the environment and health. In the last few years, the concept of “ green architecture” has gained popularity, with architects and designers creating buildings that are in harmony with the natural environment. This includes the use of sustainable materials, the incorporation of green spaces, and the design of buildings that are energy-efficient. In the last few years, many designers and architects have been inspired by the principles of green architecture, and have created buildings that are not only beautiful and functional, but also environmentally sustainable. In conclusion, the benefits of green architecture are numerous, and include improved air quality, reduced energy consumption, and increased biodiversity. As more people become aware of the importance of sustainability, it is expected that green architecture will continue to gain popularity and play a significant role in shaping the future of our cities.
T he Supreme Committee for Delivery and Legacy (SCDL), National Organisations Bureau (NOB), the 2022 FIFA World Cup Qatar, which will open soon (Bildpunkt). The public inauguration of the airport fan zone was officiated in the presence of Qatar Airways’ marketing and corporate communications senior vice president, Ms. Marie Naderi, NOB’s commercial and marketing vice-president, Dr. Al-Ameen Al-Masri and SCDL’s communications director Dr. Fatma Al Nuaimi.

To celebrate the 2022 FIFA World Cup, Qatar Airways has partnered with Heathrow Airport in London to launch an exclusive football fan zone. The airport fan zone features various entertainment activities such as Foozball games, virtual football and activities for passengers including football games and virtual football. Fans can have their faces painted with the Qatar flag and get a taste of what to expect in the viewing experience and atmosphere of the FIFA World Cup.

The airport fan zone offers an opportunity to experience the joyous atmosphere of the FIFA World Cup as they depart or transit at QDF’s stores throughout the pitch, which will feature games and activities for passengers. The entire terminal will come alive throughout the FIFA World Cup with running entertainment such as football tournaments, virtual football pitches, which will feature games and activities for passengers. The entire terminal will come alive throughout the FIFA World Cup with running entertainment such as football tournaments, virtual football pitches, which will feature games and activities for passengers.

The matches will be broadcast on the airport television screens, as well as the viewing areas where guests are received. The viewing areas are strategically spread across the terminal so that viewers are close to their boarding gates. The three viewing areas have been designed to resemble a living room, a stadium and a lounge.

The matches will be broadcast on the airport television screens, as well as the viewing areas where guests are received. The viewing areas are strategically spread across the terminal so that viewers are close to their boarding gates. The three viewing areas have been designed to resemble a living room, a stadium and a lounge.
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QF concludes Ramadan activities

Qatar possesses ‘competitive edge’ in LNG market

From Page 1

On the LNG market, the minister said, “There is no LNG supply glut. There may be a surplus of some 400-500 tonnes per year (tpy) of LNG in the world. In addition, the bullish LNG market this means that the market is expected to tighten, and the global LNG market is expected to tighten by 2024. With regard to market fundamentals, the challenge for the LNG industry today is to find a balance between buyers’ pursuit of competitive prices and producers’ need to maintain sufficient capital and cash flow for LNG development. The former makes buyers and investors need to be comfortable with the level and sustainability of future prices to determine the sustainability of LNG projects, not only offer the best but also cycle, but we will also provide support short-ages and values for on-loads and off-loads.”
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Ooredoo volunteers visit kidney centre

A host of Ooredoo volunteers have visited the Fahad Bin Jassim Kidney Centre and others to visit patients as part of the #RamadanWithOoredoo CSR activities. Ooredoo’s delegation was received by chief nurse, staff and patients. Fahad Bin Jassim Kidney Centre’s Head of Marketing and CSR, Ms. Manar Khalifa Al-Muraikhi, said, “Ooredoo is delighted to continue the tradition of visiting and supporting the Fahad Bin Jassim Kidney Centre. Our team of volunteers had a great time talking to the patients and some were overjoyed with their gifts.” The centre’s Head of Marketing and CSR added that Ooredoo’s support was initiated in a series of initiatives from Ooredoo’s hospitals, homes for the elderly, and children’s centres during the holy month of Ramadan. For more details on Ooredoo’s initiatives and CSR events, follow the @RamadanWithOoredoo on Ooredoo’s social media.